All,

The online sale is now scheduled. Here is the link to access our sale:

https://www.integritylivestocksales.com/sales/national-rambouillet-online-sale6232020

Below are some rules and guidelines pertaining to the 2020 Online Version of the National Rambouillet Sale. The sale is scheduled for June 23, 2020. Dependent upon the number of entries, the sale might possibly be a two day event, with day two being June 24th. That will be determined after I receive the entries and confer with Integrity Livestock Sales.

THE ENTRY DEADLINE IS JUNE 1, 2020! THIS IS A HARD DEADLINE AS WE MUST HAVE ALL INFORMATION BY THAT DAY. ENTRY FEE IS $20/HEAD AND FUTURITY NOMINATION FEE IS $30/HEAD AND MUST BE PAID AT THE TIME OF ENTRY.

Ram and Ewe Entry Forms as well as the summary sheet are on the website.

All entry information and entry fees will come to me and I will put it together to present to Integrity. After the entries are compiled by me and forwarded to Integrity, you may then begin taking photos and shooting videos of your entries and submitting those straight to Integrity. Please see more about that below.
Integrity Livestock Sales is excited to represent and market the 2020 National Rambouillet Sale. Here are some items from them.

1. Tuesday, June 23rd is the sale date. Once entries are in, we can add the 24th and adjust accordingly if need be. Commission will be 10%. Integrity will collect money on all sheep sales and your settlement check will come from Integrity Livestock Sales.

2. I like side views and 3/4 views from the rear. That being said, I let the customer determine what he/she believes are the best shots to send in and then I adjust accordingly. Head shots may be appropriate (some breeders use this to help with breed type). It might be of benefit for them to snap a few shots of the fleece. **Videos are fine as long as they are uploaded to youtube or vimeo and that link emailed to you/me.** The fleece shots might be easier to video. Just try to keep the videos to less than 45 seconds. I am happy to load support pictures (1/2 sib to last year’s NAILE Champion, sire pics, and so on) but try to limit the total number of pictures per lot to 6 or less. **Remind them to make sure videos are uploaded to youtube or vimeo and then just cut and paste the url link and email it.** (These should be sent to Integrity by June 9th to allow them to upload them to the platform or in case have you to shoot some additional photos or videos due to your first submission not being in a usable or viable format for their platform.)

3. Integrity normally handles the reserves, but if there are many sellers and many reserves, we may need to have each seller handle their own. We can see how that plays out as entries come in.

4. Please note if the ewe lambs are futurity nominated. Also, please include the Premise ID and Scrapie Number for each lot consigned. (Please send a head shot to Robbie that clearly shows the flock tag and scrapie tag numbers for the Futurity records.)

5. All entries and entry fees will be sent to Robbie at the address on the summary sheet. You must include entry fees at the time of entry.
Below are some additional items from my end.

6. You may opt to fit or not fit your sheep for the photos and/or videos. That is at the discretion of the consignor.

7. You as the consignor are responsible for the transfer of all animals sold.

8. Transportation of all animals sold is to be negotiated between the buyer and the seller. The association will not be responsible for arranging any type of transportation.

9. Since this is an association sale, you should obtain health certificates on all sheep sold with the requirements to the state of destination for each animal.

10. All sheep must be registered by the time of the sale, and I must have either a copy of the registration paper or the registration number. Any sheep not registered will not be allowed to sell.

11. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact either myself or Mike at Integrity Livestock Sales. They are there to serve our needs as an association and to assist you in marketing your sheep.

The main thing is to get those entries headed my way ASAP so I can begin compiling them for Integrity. They have to receive all of our information for each lot prior to pairing that info up with the photos with the background information in their platform. After you submit your entries, I will assign a lot number for each animal, and you will need to reference that lot number in the photos/videos you provide to Integrity. Please do all you can to market this sale. With a limited time window, we are going to have to do all we can from a promotion standpoint.